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Create a Growth Culture for Your Business
Focus on building up your employees and results will likely follow

Company culture is as important to the long-term success of your business as the product you sell
and the service you provide. With the right philosophy and approach, you can create a workplace that
helps your team perform to their maximum potential, which in turn helps give your business the tools it
needs to succeed.

The most common mistake you’re likely to make when planning out your business’s ethos is
emphasizing performance. Tony Schwartz, CEO of The Energy Project and author of “The Way We’re
Working Isn’t Working,” writes in Harvard Business Review that a performance-based culture might
not return the desired results, instead creating strife in the workplace and not allowing your team the
opportunity to grow both together and individually. As a counter to performance culture, you can
instead focus on building up your strengths with a growth culture.

Why growth cultures work

According to Schwartz, an effective
growth culture borrows from what
MIT Sloan School of Management
Senior Lecturer Peter Senge calls
a learning organization. A learning
organization and a growth culture
both share an interest in focusing
on “intellectually oriented issues
such as knowledge and expertise.”
Growth culture expands on this
idea is by delving deeper into the
individual, placing as much
emphasis on the feelings of each
team member.

“In a growth culture, people build
their capacity to see through blind
spots; acknowledge insecurities
and shortcomings rather than
unconsciously acting them out; and spend less energy defending their personal value so they have
more energy available to create external value,” Schwartz writes.

As such, RolePoint Co-Founder and Head of Product Kes Thygesen writes for Entrepreneur that your
business’s mission statement, vision and values should reflect this focus. An example of this would be
making transparency a core value. This encourages openness within the company,  empowers
employees to speak up and outwardly projects to potential partners and investors that yours is a
business focused on continual improvement.

As Schwartz points out, this also staves off creating the kind of destructive internal conflict that a
performance culture might breed. By valuing the growth of each employee, failure becomes an
opportunity for individual and shared improvement instead of a means of creating a pecking order. 

How to make growth culture work

As is the case with implementing any change, building a growth culture requires time and effort on all
fronts. Schwartz writes that there are four key components around which a growth culture should be



fronts. Schwartz writes that there are four key components around which a growth culture should be
built: creating a safe environment, focusing on continual learning, conducting experiments with new
behaviors and processes to confirm their effectiveness and constantly providing constructive feedback.

Because your values reflect a focus on growth at a company-wide level, the process of creating the
culture must involve your employees. Thygesen suggests engaging your employees by involving them
in strategy creation, seeking out their feedback wherever possible and necessary and ensuring that
they feel that they are being heard. This not only ensures that you are practicing what you preach, but
it also keeps your team happy and involved, which has a transitive impact on your customers.

It is also important that you begin hiring with growth in mind. Prospective employees should know
what kind of culture they are being brought into, which is why Thygesen recommends creating
specific job descriptions that explain your values and ask for candidates to be open to taking on new
responsibilities and duties.

Thygesen also suggests implementing a behavioral interview that gauges and interviewee’s level of
comfort with learning new skills or being put in a situation that might be otherwise uncomfortable (e.g.,
putting an introvert in front of a packed room for a presentation). You can also find more attractive
candidates by creating a referral program and encouraging existing employees to reach out to anyone
that they feel would be a good fit. If your cultural shift has been successful, your happy employees will
be the best stewards of your vision.

Changing your company’s culture to focus on growth can provide greater benefits than emphasizing
performance, particularly if you are seeking a fully cooperative workplace environment. Consider this
approach if you feel that yours is too results driven, and you may find that an energized and
empowered workforce was the answer you needed all along.
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How to Get Your Small Business Out of Debt
Wipe the slate clean faster with these tactics

Like many entrepreneurs, you probably took out necessary loans to get your business off the ground
and operational. Perhaps you took on additional loans after your business began to take off to fund an
expansion or to take a new risk. Regardless of how your small business accumulated its debt, it hangs
over your head like a storm cloud every time you look at your finances. If you want to wipe away that
debt and pay it off as soon as possible, the following tips can help.

Stop borrowing

If you are trying to get out from
under a mountain of debt, or even
debt that’s more akin to a molehill,
it is essential that you stop creating
new debt or begin trimming
unnecessary expenses. It can be a
painful process, especially if it has
an effect on your employees, but
you want to make sure you’re not
clearing away debt only to have it
instantly replaced. By chipping
away debt and truly beginning to
push your business toward the
black, you get closer to achieving
full financial independence.

Look at the budget

Your business should have a
well-maintained budget. If it doesn’t, take the time to set one. If you’re creating a new budget or are
reevaluating your current one, take a look at the numbers you forecasted for different expenses and
incomes to see if they are accurate. It’s possible that you’re running into debt, especially credit card
debt, because you aren’t adequately prepared for things you and your business need to pay for. Diana
Ransom, the former deputy editor of Entrepreneur, recommends using accounting software to keep
you honest and on-budget. Your revenue needs to cover more than just your fixed costs, but it should
also cover both variable costs for materials, paying off debt or saving for the future.

Bring in more money

If you want to pay off debt faster, the obvious solution is to bring in more money. NerdWallet’s Steve
Nicastro recommends you consider tactics that will boost your sales and help you write bigger checks
to creditors. Consider starting a loyalty program to thank your best customers and motivate them to
buy more at your establishment. Another option for raising revenue is raising your prices, but it is one
that should always be first approached with caution. According to the Harvard Business Review, you
should have a strategy to keep your good customers happy if you choose to raise prices, like volume
discounts or subscription programs. If you feel that an increase in price will negatively affect your
business, it may do more harm than good.

Refinance debt

There are many types of debt that you could be carrying within your small business. Consider
refinancing at a lower rate if you are carrying high-interest debt, or consider debt consolidation if you



refinancing at a lower rate if you are carrying high-interest debt, or consider debt consolidation if you
or your business’s credit score allows for it. If a lot of your debt is on credit cards, which tend to have
high interest, it might be best to pay this debt off first. You can refinance card debt or move it to a new
card to take advantage of a balance transfer promotion, but NerdWallet cautions that you must always
read the fine print before signing up for anything.

You have a lot of options for taking care of your small business’s debt. Talk to a financial advisor or
accountant to see which of these could work best for your establishment.
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Finding the Right People to Hire
Tested tips for bringing the best people onto your team

A crucial part of running a successful business is hiring the right people. However, with a potential
flood of incoming applicants, it can be hard to know how to do so effectively. Luckily there is a wealth
of advice available to help guide you on this issue.

Improve the employer

It may seem counterintuitive, but
one of the best ways to attract the
right people to a job listing is to
make sure that both the listing and
the employer look good.

The job listing can be improved by
focusing on what the company can
do for the prospective employee,
as a study reported on by The Wall
Street Journal recommends. The
analysis compared respondents
from two different ad approaches:
the Needs-Supplies approach,
which focuses on what the
company offers, and the
Demands-Abilities approach, which
focused on a list of what the
company expected. The
highest-rated responses came from the former of the two ad approaches.

The employer’s reputation can also weigh heavily on attracting the right candidate. According to an
Office Vibe study, 65 percent of applicants who have a bad application experience would tell friends
and family, and a further 27 percent would actively discourage others from applying. In a study from
Glassdoor, a site which allows users to review employers, 46 percent of its members reported reading
employer reviews before ever contacting the company, and 69 percent of job seekers said that if a
company had a bad reputation, they would not apply — even if they didn’t have a job at the time.

Go around the typical interview

One suggestion by employers who have hired exceptional workers is to shake up the typical interview
process. In fact, Executive Director of HR for LaRosa’s Inc. Steve Browne abides by the company’s
hiring philosophy, “Good people know good people.” Browne told Forbes that when looking for new
talent, the company always taps its current employees to see if they know a good candidate.

Another strategy is to get the candidate out of the normal interview space. Patty Stonsifer, who runs
the Washington nonprofit Martha’s Table, specifically recommends walking a candidate around the
office building and introducing them to some of their potential colleagues, watching how engaged or
friendly they are. “I can get a really good sense of whether I want to be working with somebody when
I walk them through the place,” she told The New York Times. “I’ll stop and introduce them to a
half-dozen people, and see if it’s just a handshake or whether there’s some curiosity and interest.”
Similarly, Carol Smith, publisher of Harper’s Bazaar, recommends taking a candidate out for a meal to
watch how considerate the candidate is of others.



Value a good person

Find a job candidate with a personality that fits with the existing company. For an article for
Entrepreneur magazine, Catherine Clifford contacted small-business owners honored during National
Small Business Week in 2014, and the majority of the 30 respondents spoke of the importance of
hiring employees who are passionate about the brand and mesh with the corporate culture.

Business News Daily stated the position frankly that while a proper skill set may seem of highest
importance, “the truth is that skills can be acquired, but personalities cannot.”

Overall, a final piece of advice is to have patience. Rushing into hiring a candidate or settling on a
candidate that doesn’t quite meet expectations can have deeply negative consequences down the
road.
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Incentivizing Your Sales Force
Seven ways to motivate your sales team

Being a sales representative is challenging. If your company has a sales force, it’s important to
implement some practical strategies to help keep the group motivated. Here are seven specific ideas
you can implement to incentivize your sales team.

Cash

Business News Daily contributor
Marci Marti explains that cash
rewards can come in a variety of
forms, such as cash bonuses for
the top performer each week or a
monthly contest each team can
participate in. If you opt for a
contest, the target could be the
most products sold or the most new
accounts opened. To switch things
up, base a cash incentive contest
on effort rather than results. For
instance, Dan McGraw, founder
and CEO of Fuelzee, shares that
his company ran a contest that
rewarded the salesperson who got
the most “no” responses each
week. 

Experiences

Dinner with executive leaders is often a great incentive for sales staff. As Handshake contributor
Brandon Gracey explains, sales reps are naturally wired to pursue quality conversations and
connections with those higher up the corporate ladder. Sharing a meal with an executive will not only
help a sales rep advance their career, but it will also give them a fresh perspective on the company
from the leader’s viewpoint.

Tangible prizes

Some workers value having fun on the job more than gaining a monetary reward. Corporate games
with physical prizes are great for keeping your sales group engaged, Martin advises. Each time
someone reaches a team goal or sets a sales benchmark, give them office gadgets like cube
decorations, a chair massager or a desk game. You can also play a company-wide game and reward
whichever sales group earns the highest score.

Time off

Sales is often a challenging field to be in, considering how much time is spent on the phone with
customers or traveling to tradeshows. One of the most meaningful ways to keep staff motivated might
be rewarding high-performing individuals with extra PTO, as Gracey states. Not only will this gift
refresh the employee, but a bonus is that they’ll come back to work with renewed focus and drive to
gain more sales.

A team outing



Consider sponsoring team happy hours once certain milestones are achieved. As Gracey suggests,
this is a great time for coworkers to relax, get to know each other and discuss the strategies behind
their team’s recent win and what they could do better next time.

Public recognition

Sometimes, a little recognition is all your team needs to keep pursuing leads and winning new clients.
BusinessCollective contributor Nanxi Liu suggests displaying sales numbers on TV monitors around
the workplace. This will serve as a visual reminder for employees to encourage coworkers whose
sales are lagging and to praise the coworkers whose sales are soaring.

Name a meeting room after them

Another way to honor a sales rep is to name a team room or common area after them, according to
Gracey. You can also name a corporate contest after an employee who recently won over a
high-profile client or closed a lucrative deal.

By establishing rewards for sales personnel, you’re well on your way to cultivating a positive sales
environment that keeps employees enthused and energized so they can reach even more milestones.
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Summer and Fall Fun Activities To Add To Your
Calendar!

Wednesday, July 25th , 2018
Concert In The Park Lazy 5 Reg. Park, Sparks - Featuring Sage Creek, Bluegrass, Country

July 30 - August 5, 2018
Barracuda Golf Championship - Montreux Golf and Country Club

August 7 - 12, 2018
Hot August Nights

August 29 - September 3, 2018
Nugget Rib Cook-Off

September 7 - 9, 2018
Great Reno Balloon Race

September 12 - 16, 2018
Reno Championship Air Races

October 13 - 14, 2018
Blue Angels, Minden Airport

Friday, November 2nd, 2018
Heritage Bank Shred Day Reno Main Branch
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Benefits of Working Out in the Morning
Reasons to consider rising and grinding when the sun comes up

You’re on a very tight schedule day in and day out, but you always find time for the gym or a jog. Your
fitness might be a priority, but sometimes it can be difficult to carve an hour or two out of each
evening after a long day of work and in between your other obligations. If you find that you’re pressed
for time when the evening workout comes calling, consider switching things up and moving your
workout to the morning.

Make more out of your day

If you have a long, dragging day at
the office, it can prove difficult to
muster up the energy to head to
the gym no matter how much
caffeine or how many pre-workout
supplements you consume. As
Shape’s Moira Lawler points out,
working out first thing in the
morning can have the opposite
effect: According to a study from
The Brigham Young University,
morning workouts can lead to
increased productivity and activity
throughout the rest of the day.

Bodybuilding.com contributor Melih
F. Cologlu suggests that working
out in the morning is a better way
to maximize your time. After
heading to the gym in the evening, you have to allocate time between working out and spending time
with your significant others and decompressing in general. Working out in the morning, however,
opens up your entire day and allows you a greater degree of flexibility.

Get more out of your exercise

Carly Berwick, writing for NBC News Better, cites a study from researchers in Japan that found
workouts occurring before breakfast to be the most optimal for fat oxidation. Berwick writes, “There’s
only good to be said for fat oxidation, the process by which large lipid (i.e., fat) molecules break down,
which, in addition to being the kind of weight loss most people want, may also reduce type 2 diabetes.”

A study published in the Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition concludes that
“caffeine is beneficial for high-intensity exercise of prolonged duration (including team sports such as
soccer, field hockey, rowing, etc.).” As Cosmopolitan’s Elizabeth Narins points out, this pairs with
another study published in the U.S. National Library of Medicine to suggest that your morning cup of
coffee doesn’t just supply you with all the energy you need for a workout, but can also help maximize
the number of calories burned.

Narins and Cologlu also note that working out in the morning can provide a boost to your metabolism,
which in turn allows you to burn calories at a greater rate throughout the rest of the day.

Ultimately, the time that works best for you is the best time to get your workout in, but it might be
worth the effort to switch things up wherever possible. Spend a week or more performing your



worth the effort to switch things up wherever possible. Spend a week or more performing your
workouts in the morning and you might just find a new routine that works even better than the old one.
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Slow Cooker Chocolate Lava Cake
A sweet, indulgent bake that’s a cinch to make

Everyone loves to bite into a warm, gooey dessert after dinner, but making such a dessert can take a
lot of extra time and effort, especially if you’re hosting and feeding a large group of people. There’s a
simple solution that most people don’t consider, though: using a slow cooker.

Foodies rave about this recipe for Slow Cooker Chocolate Lava Cake from Meggan on the Culinary
Hill cooking blog. It relies on whole, natural ingredients instead of a pre-packaged cake mix, so you
can adjust the cake to fit your tastes or dietary needs.

This easy-to-make dessert only
requires a couple of steps of
preparation that take 15 minutes,
and it bakes over multiple hours so
you don’t have to hover over it.
Once the cake is in the slow
cooker, you can work on making
dinner or mingling with people and
serve the treat directly from the
ceramic crock once it’s time.

Collecting your ingredients

To bake your slow cooker
chocolate lava cake, you will need
to gather a list of important
ingredients, many of which you
probably already have around your
kitchen.

For the batter, obtain 1 cup
all-purpose flour, 3/4 cup regular granulated sugar, 3 tablespoons cocoa powder, 2 teaspoons baking
powder, 1/4 teaspoon salt, 1/2 cup milk, 1/3 cup unsalted butter and 2 teaspoons vanilla.

For the gooey chocolate topping, gather 1/2 cup sugar, 1/2 cup brown sugar, 1/4 cup cocoa powder
and 1 1/2 cups of hot water.

Making the cake and topping 

In a large bowl, whisk together the sugar, cocoa powder, salt and flour until blended. Then, in the
middle of the bowl pour the milk, vanilla and melted butter. Once all ingredients are smoothly
intermingled, pour the bowl’s contents into the slow cooker.

Before turning on the slow cooker, you need to prepare and add the topping. Whisk the sugar, brown
sugar and cocoa powder together and sprinkle it on the batter. Pour the hot water gingerly and evenly
across the crock’s entire contents. Finally, set the slow cooker on high for 3-4 hours. Keep an eye on
its progress once 3 hours have passed in case it’s ready sooner.

Serving and variations

The most popular ways to eat this warm, rich lava cake are with vanilla ice cream or thick, full
whipped cream plopped on top, but you can experiment with different flavor toppings and even set out
a “bar” of garnishes.



The ingredient amounts listed earlier result in a cake that produces 6-8 servings, but if you need to
serve more people than that, you can double the recipe without having to adjust the cooking time by
much at all.

If you want to make the cake gluten-free and vegan, it doesn’t take much work. Simply substitute the
flour for gluten-free flour, the milk for almond milk, and the butter with vegan margarine. Keep an eye
on the baking, though, because it will probably cook more quickly this way. If you want to make it
healthier, reduce  the sugar in the cake batter and rely on frozen yogurt or fat-free whipped cream as
the topping.

Spend less time in the kitchen and more time with friends and family by making this scrumptious treat
in your slow cooker.
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Pool Safety Rules Every Homeowner Should
Implement
Safely enjoy your personal pool with these helpful guidelines

Having a pool is a great opportunity to cool off in warmer weather, but it also poses some health and
safety risks. To help everyone stay safe, inform your family and friends of these pool rules before you
let anyone swim in your pool.

Use a pool barrier

According to InterNACHI
(International Association of
Certified Home Inspectors), the top
of a pool barrier should be at least
48 inches above ground level when
measured from the outside of the
barrier. This is your primary
defense in keeping young children
at a safe distance from the pool
opening.

Be careful when using floating
chlorine dispensers 

Avoid using chlorine dispensers
that look like toys. With so many
different types of floating toys on
the market today, it’s all too easy
for a child to mistake a chlorine
dispenser for one.

The buddy system

Never swim alone in your swimming pool, as Blue Haven Pools & Spas advises. While it might be
tempting to float or swim solo to enjoy the peace and quiet, your safety could depend on another
individual being nearby. Have someone else in the water with you or at least nearby on the deck area
of the pool.

Use extra caution with young swimmers

Make sure that a child can swim before they enter the pool without a flotation device or swim vest. As
the National Drowning Prevention Alliance (NDPA) warns, “never leave a child unattended near water
in a pool, tub, bucket or ocean.” Nothing can substitute adult supervision when it comes to keeping
young swimmers safe in and around the pool. The NDPA also recommends designating one adult as
a “water watcher” to constantly supervise children while they’re in the water.

Keep safety tools at hand

The NDPA also stated that you should have a shepherd’s hook, lifesaver and CPR instructions near
your pool in the event of an accident. It’s also wise to keep a landline phone or cell phone
permanently stored by your pool in case you need to call 911.

Know CPR 



Any pool owner should get CPR-certified to make sure they’re prepared to keep their family and
friends safe while using the pool. Contact the Red Cross to find a training program in your area.

Walk slowly around the pool deck

It might be a no-brainer, but don’t run around the deck of your pool. It’s far too easy to slip on the wet
surface if you’re going at a fast pace rather than a cautious, slow one.

Get a pool cover

The NDPA recommends using a pool cover whenever you’re not using your pool. This will act as a
protective barrier to prevent family members or visitors from falling in and possibly drowning if they
accidentally get too near the pool.

Don’t roughhouse in the water

Discourage children and guests from playing roughly in the pool, as Blue Haven Pools & Spas states.
Avoid any games that involve dunking yourself or another person under the water or holding your
breath for a long period.

Keep the pool area tidy

Store toys safely in a pool closet or other area inside of your home when not in use, per the NDPA.
Toys left in the pool can easily attract small children who might forget that the toy is in the water and
fall into the pool while trying to obtain it.  

Protect your poolside and keep swimmers safe when they take a dip by establishing and following
these practical suggestions.
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6 Books That Celebrate Summer
Immerse yourself in a novel under the summer sun

Whether you’re lying in a hammock in your back yard or lounging by the beach, summer is the perfect
time to read a new book — especially one whose story takes place in summer. Begin the season with
a heart-warming book that pays homage to the warming temperatures. Here is a selection of titles
celebrating summer and all the romance, enlightenment and life lessons it brings.

“Call Me by Your Name”

A title made popular by the 2017
award-winning film adaptation
starring Timothée Chalamet and
Armie Hammer, “Call Me by Your
Name” by André Aciman earned a
Lambda Literary Award, which
honors LGBT literature. The main
character, 17-year old Elio,
becomes enraptured by Oliver, a
doctoral student Elio’s family is
hosting in their summer home in
Italy. “Call Me by Your Name”
depicts the sweet, exhilarating, and
heartbreaking coming-of-age
journey of a young man set in the
summer of 1987.

“That Summer”

“That Summer” is the first of over a dozen young adult fiction novels Sarah Dessen has written over
the years.  This book examines a season in the life of 15-year-old Haven, who’s struggling to come to
terms with changes in her family, tension with her best friend and the shattered illusion of her perfect
childhood. The story demonstrates how summer is a time of growth, as well as a transitional season of
moving on from the past and embracing the future.

“Trueluck Summer”

Step back in time to the summer of 1964, where racial tensions are as heated as the Charleston,
South Carolina, temperatures. Bestselling author Susan Gabriel introduces you to Ida Trueluck in her
book “Trueluck Summer.” A widow who just lost her husband of 40 years, Ida finds solace in her
granddaughter Trudy, who aims to remove the Confederate flag from atop the state house. This
heartwarming historical fiction set in the South demonstrates the power of love to reach across all
divides.

“This One Summer”

The images of the season come alive in Mariko Tamaki’s Eisner Award-winning graphic novel “This
One Summer.” Best friends Rose and Windy hang out every summer in the Canadian town of Awago.
This particular year, they begin discovering their feelings for boys and realize the hardships that come
with adulthood. Despite being set in the summertime, Jillian Tamaki's artwork is done in all shades of
blue, which perfectly complements the novel’s contemplation of entering adolescence and facing adult
issues.



“Secrets of the Cicada Summer”

A suspenseful, immersive adventure aimed at children ages 8-12, but enjoyable for anyone, Andrea
Beaty’s “Secrets of the Cicada Summer” follows Nancy Drew-enthusiast, Lily. This summer, she’s
suspicious of newcomer Tinny Bridges, who’s stirring up trouble around town. When Tinny goes
missing, it’s up to Lily to find him. This delightful mystery pays homage to Nancy Drew and other
classic sleuths.

“The House Takes a Vacation”

If you want a fun, summer-themed book to read to your children, you have plenty of options, and “The
House Takes a Vacation” by Jacqueline Davies is one that many families enjoy. Families take
vacations every summer, but the houses left behind never get to take vacations — except for this
one.  This charming picture book, filled with puns and wit that adults will appreciate too, tells the
wacky tale of a house that decides to pick up and head on vacation, and what the family left behind
has to learn as a lesson.

Summers are all about adventure, new romances, soul-searching and growing up. Begin your
summer journey in the pages of any of these books, no matter your age.
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